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A thousand people. A million stars. A billion years. A trillion possibilities.We humans count
everything. In this book, we take a look at some of these things at magnitudes from thousands to
trillions. Looking at miles, years, stars, people, words, dollars, and more, we encounter both
fascinating facts and an exciting perspective on our universe.Thousand million billion trillion is
great for kids (age 10+) and adults, and it makes a unique gift or coffee table book. It includes
illustrations along with detailed notes in the back.
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ObjectsNotes1,0001,000,0001,000,000,0001,000,000,000,000Part IDistanceInchesAn inch is
about the width of a man’s thumb, according to King David I of Scotland. In French, the words
for thumb and inch are the same: pouce.A thousand inches is about the length of a tennis
court.A million inches is about as long as Manhattan.A billion inches is about the distance from
the North Pole to the South Pole.A trillion inches is about one-sixth of the distance to the
sun.MilesA mile is about a thousand “paces” for a man, according to the ancient Romans. A
“pace” is every time your left foot hits the ground when walking.A thousand miles is about as
long as the California coastline.A million miles is the distance you would travel going to the moon
and back, twice.A billion miles is about the distance to Saturn when it is farthest away.A trillion
miles would get you just 1/25th of the way to the nearest star, Proxima Centauri.Light-yearsA
light-year is the distance that light travels in one year. A light-year is about six trillion miles.A
thousand light-years is about a third of the distance to the nearest black hole, V616 Mon. It is
also about 1/25th of the distance to the center of the Milky Way.A million light-years is about half
the distance to the nearest galaxy, Andromeda.A billion light-years is about one tenth of the
distance to the Hercules-Corona Borealis Great Wall, the largest known cosmic structure,
containing billions of galaxies. A trillion light-years is larger than the width of the observable
universe.Part IITimeSecondsA second is about the time between beats of a human heart.A
thousand seconds is about the world record for a person holding their breath.A million seconds
is about the world record for a person going without sleep.A billion seconds is about how long
the average person lived at the start of the 20th century.A trillion seconds ago, humans were
living as hunter-gatherers. The last ice age was taking place and woolly mammoths were
alive.YearsA year is the time it takes for the Earth to revolve around the sun.
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Mettur, “Facts and figures. A no nonsense factoid book. If you are looking for story telling - this is
not it, but it has lots of trivia and comparison of various measures in simple to understand terms.”

Pramod K. Srivastava, “Incredibly Insightful Book!. Well-written, easy for kids to understand. Also
a very powerful book for adults to read with interesting facts that teach us more about the
universe that we live in.”

The book by Nikhil Iyengar has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 3 people have provided feedback.
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